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High School Consution Study Guide
The transition from high school to college can be tough. For many students, college represents the passage to adulthood. It’s a time to develop the work ethic and independence that you will use for ...
First-Year Guide to College Transition
The Kansas State Board of Education has appointed a Task Force to study what should be required for students to graduate from high school. The question is whether the state should continue to use a ...
TALLMAN: What should a Kansas high school diploma mean?
A recent study by the Fordham Institute critiqued Illinois’ education standards for U.S. history and civics education. Illinois’ standards lacked mention of historical concepts and did not offer goals ...
New study gives Illinois an ‘F’ for civics and history education standards
Hayward Unified School District in the Bay Area on June 25 made 'ethnic studies' compulsory, ushering in a Critical Race Theory curriculum at a cost of $40 million.
California school district will spend $40M making 'ethnic studies' MANDATORY for high school students sparking a woke gold rush for consultants who charge $1,500 an HOUR to ...
Des Moines (1969), junior high school students Mary Beth Tinker ... students are persons under the Constitution, and they are protected by the First Amendment, even when they’re in school,” Hiestand ...
Easy as 1, 2, 3: The ultimate guide to Student Press Freedom
Compared to high school, college courses demand a lot of time outside of the classroom. Thus, having a good area to study is often an overlooked necessity as a freshman. When delving into group ...
Hello Hokies: A guide to on-campus study spaces
The study, by UCLA’s Fielding School of Public Health’s World Policy Analysis Center, found that the United States trails behind dozens of other “high-income” countries ... Where to live in the Bay ...
U.S. fails to guarantee health care, education for detained migrant children, UCLA study finds
In recent weeks, protests, arrests and appearances by national activists have become the norm at school board meetings across the country.
Shouting matches, arrests and fed up parents: How school board meetings became ground zero in politics
After nearly a year of distance learning, Monterey County school districts are anticipating a full in-person return in the fall.
Monterey County's second-largest school district leads the way with fall reopening plans
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) has a major impact on the lives of affected patients and families. But it doesn't necessarily lead to an increased risk of marital instability, as two-thirds of patients ...
High risk of divorce after TBI? Not necessarily, study suggests
For the second year in a row, there was no in-person recognition luncheon held, but each recipient did receive a laser-engraved redwood plaque.
2021 High Climbers recognized for high school achievements
A new photography exhibit displaying the work of Brunswick High School students debuted at the Merrymeeting Plaza on Friday night. The collection stemmed from a photography class that was taught by ...
A different view: Brunswick High School photography exhibit tests perception
(Jewish Journal-Massachusetts via JTA) — A suburban Boston high school football ... University’s Center for the Study of Sport in Society. “I am glad the school released a report about ...
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Long history of antisemitism within Boston-area high school, report finds
Many high school American history classes cover 1877 onward, with the only exception being a unit on the country’s founding documents (e.g. the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution).
How Dayton-area schools teach about race — or not
Expanded programs focus on engaging students first, then academics will be the focus in New Jersey summer school programs after COVID.
Expanded summer school programs will focus on emotional, academic gaps caused by COVID
They figured they had that right since the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution ... with his high school career being interrupted, he was unable to study what he had always wanted to in ...
Different reparations: Expelled student in Asheville High's 1969 walkout might get diploma
Speaking at Three Oaks Middle School, the governor signed three bills into law to improve civics education -- the study of the rights ... that underlie our Constitution and Bill of Rights ...
Florida aims to improve civics education
(Jewish Journal-Massachusetts via JTA) — A suburban Boston high school football ... University’s Center for the Study of Sport in Society. “I am glad the school released a report about ...
Boston-area high school football team had long history of antisemitic behavior, report finds
That was the conclusion of an investigation into the incident involving Duxbury High outlined ... s Center for the Study of Sport in Society. “I am glad the school released a report about ...
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